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MiFID II Update – Can You Comply with
the Pre-Trade Market Check Mandate?
Introduction
In November 2016, Cürex published a ViewPoint entitled, “Hey Buy Side – Are You Ready for MiFID II?” In that piece, we argued
that the best execution standards of MiFID II captured Spot FX trades whenever a currency conversion was required in the context
of an investment decision regarding a financial instrument covered by MiFID II. While Spot FX itself is not a financial instrument
under MiFID II definitions, many of its uses are captured and best execution requirements broadly instruct that Spot trades be
executed using the same principles as any other financial instrument.
Since the approval of MiFID II in May 2014, the European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA) has issued numerous
guideline documents to address questions and to provide clarifications to the MiFID II legislative mandates. In this ViewPoint, we
want to address guidance published by ESMA, which spells out what every financial firm must do to comply with the pre-trade
market check mandate. The detailed requirement may surprise you.

Complying with Pre-Trade Market Check is a Big Challenge
On June 6, 2017, ESMA released its most recent update to its “Questions and Answers” series “On MiFID II and MiFIR Investor
Protection Topics.” While that publication covers a broad array of topics, for Cürex, the most interesting item is ESMA’s refined
guidance regarding the requirement that investment firms conduct a market check before trade execution. The pre-trade market
check standard will certainly challenge the status quo in the FX marketplace.
Best Execution - Market Check Before Trade Execution. Article 64 of the April 2016 MiFID II Delegated Regulation requires
firms to check the fairness of the price proposed to the client when executing orders or making decisions to deal in OTC financial
instruments, by gathering market data that relates to the price of a product being executed. In the past, firms might “casually’
survey external market data to meet their best execution requirements under MiFID. But now, MiFID II imposes an explicit
requirement on firms to ensure that such market checks are undertaken on a systematic basis and embedded in their policies
and practices. Firms will be expected to check pre-trade market data on a consistent basis before execution. While this mandated
process is a pre-trade exercise, firms will have to evaluate the appropriateness of their pre-trade process in the post-trade monitoring
of their best execution practices. Firms will therefore need to have records and documentation in place to prove pre-trade evaluation
practices as part of their ongoing monitoring of best execution.
Let’s consider what ESMA means by “systematic” and “embedded in policies and practices.” ESMA specifically guides that an
informal survey of market prices does not meet the standard of a systematic approach. Taking a picture or capturing a screenshot
of FX prices appearing on a subscription service does not work either. What ESMA continues to tell market participants is that
they must have a consistent, documented and repeatable approach to conducting their pre-trade market checks before every
execution. And, the investment firm is responsible for having the “proof” – the data and records to substantiate that systematic
and embedded practice.
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Best execution under MiFID II raises the bar substantially for all investment firms. “Best efforts” will not suffice. ESMA expects
every firm to establish their pre-trade market check approach, use it every time they trade, prove that they used it, and keep records
so that they can self-evaluate their policy and approach on an ongoing basis. Compliance with the regulations established under
MiFID II begins January 3, 2018. Current surveys suggest that most investment firms are not prepared to meet that deadline.

How Cürex Solves the Compliance Challenge
Cürex has built comprehensive, end-to-end data analytics that provide investment firms with compliant tools to meet their MiFID
II regulatory obligations. We have created simple but robust pre-trade market analyses that use live, streaming and only
executable data. These analytics include live spread reports, historical spread reports and volatility reports that constitute a unique
pre-trade market check that no other ECN offers to its buy side customers. Our customers can access our pre-and post-trade data
analytics package easily via the web, eliminating thorny tech integration issues that could delay their ability to meet the January
3, 2018 compliance deadline. But Cürex goes one step further for its buy side customers. We provide proof that the pre-trade
market check analytics were carried out before a trade was executed. And, we are introducing proof of that pre-trade
market check on our trade confirmations, so that our buy side customers will have the records to meet their compliance
obligations. Our unique ability to time-stamp our customers’ pre-trade market checks puts Cürex squarely on the side of
our buy side customer.
Cürex is the buy side’s choice for FX best execution. No other firm offers the comprehensive suite of products and services that
address the requirements of MiFID II and its best execution standards. If you want your FX spot trading to be compliant, use
our completely unique ECN and data analytics, and eliminate a massive challenge from your regulatory “to do” list.
Contact us. Cürex can help.

“View Point” provides Cürex’s insight on relevant topics to institutional users of foreign exchange. Its mission is institutional
FX user benefit and information. Cürex’s goal is to provide fairness, transparency and unparalleled efficiency to the FX
marketplace for the benefit of our partners and customers. Visit us often so we can share our View Points with you.
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